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Formerly Hitchin Grammar School Old Boys’ Association 
 

Quarterly Bulletin 

October 2016 

 
A Date for your Diary – APRIL 22

nd
 2016 AGM and Annual Reunion. 

 
 

General 
Introduction 

Hi, I hope you have all had a good Summer with exciting holidays, good crops from the 

garden and lots of flowers. It has been fairly quiet on the Old Boys front but there are a 

few losses to record later in the Bulletin. 

 

New Secretary and Treasurer. 

Exciting news !!!  there have been no applications !! Is there anyone out there who 

would like to take on one of the roles, Treasurer is the most pressing, so please give it 

some thought and take the plunge, it is not as deep as you may think. 

 

Annual Reunion and AGM. 

Please do and try to come next year, it is on Saturday 22
nd

 April 2017, AGM at 5.00pm 

meal at 7.15pm. 

 

 

Situations Vacant (Repeat) 
There are two positions that will become available at the next AGM.  Mark Hart, who has 

been our Hon Treasurer, counting the beans for, we think, eleven years by the next 

AGM has told us that he will be moving on to other activities more aligned to his 

children’s activities and he cannot split his time any more. It is a sad loss for us and I 

would like someone to come forward before the next AGM so that they can be trained by 

Mark to take over the reins as seamlessly as possible.... is there anyone out there?? 

The other position is that of Hon Secretary. I have done the job for a few years now and 

enjoyed it with all the conversation I have had with all of you. But, I want to do some 

other things now and I cannot fully commit to doing this job as well. Is there anyone 

willing to give it a try? It is not difficult !! Just a few Committee Meetings, an AGM, a 

Reunion Dinner, three Bulletins and a very easy website to maintain. Again, any likely 

Hitchin Boys’ School 
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candidate will be given a memory stick with all the information and I would always be in 

the background for the first year. Any offers ? 

 

News from Members 
Stuart Halsey 

 

Stuart tells me that he and his peers are all 75 years young, or thereabouts, this year and it 

would be nice to celebrate the entry of 1953 at the Annual Reunion. He would like to 

hear from his year group and get a table or two organized. 

His contact details are :-  ‘twelveboar1409@hotmail.co.uk’ 

Please don’t disappoint him !! 

 

Simon Gainsford 

 

Simon lives far far away but after his appearance at the reunion a couple of years ago he 

would like to ‘edit’ an international section for the Bulletin. Any of you Old Boys living 

abroad are welcome to write to Simon with news etc, that he can send to me for insertion 

in the Bulletins. 

His contact details are :-  ‘fast-email.com’ 

 

Dick Crabbe 

 

 I have not been to the reunion for a number of years now the main reason being that my 

hearing is not too good and I end up smiling and nodding. There is usually so much 

background noise that I struggle to hear what the chap at my side is saying. 

 

My recent 77th birthday has concentrated my mind a bit and made me wonder if I'll ever 

get to see some of my contemporaries again. This is another point too John Norris and I 

used to be the only 1951 intake to attend. 

 

I was wondering if you had a database that might supply some contact details for any 

1958 leavers? 

 

I'd also very much like to see David Garre(a)tt 56 again too. If I could contact some of 

these I'd give the reunion another go? 

 

So, contact details for Dick are :- ‘dick.crabbe19@googlemail.com’ 

 

 

 

John Mayhead 

 

Thank you for your Bulletin and news, I am glad that you got the info about Stuart 

Sanders and sorry to hear that you are passing on to other things, I do hope that you find 

someone to continue.  I am 85 in the Autumn and apart from David Peters whom I sat 

next to through school and who is still my “best mate”, I now rarely come across anyone 

from our time at school.  I have the warmest memories of school and T.E. Jones.  His 
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greatest achievement was attracting and building a remarkable team of extremely able 

teachers in the early years of his headship which enabled him to build the reputation of 

his school for high scholastic achievement.  It is worth comment that Herts County 

Council treated us as the prime school in North Herts, boys being sent from as far South 

as Welwyn Garden City and as far East as Royston despite the presence of other 

Grammar Schools in between!  My parents, whilst living in Luton were advised to move 

to Hitchin by a Schools Inspector, “that boy will win a special place” He had great pride 

when his boys, who were in the Church Choir, had to sing at Sir Henry Woods Memorial 

Service which was held in St Mary’s Church.  He used to get me to sing “God be in my 

head” which always brought tears to his eyes, I later used to wonder why and what 

memories it recalled for him.  He was a strange rather sad man, he appeared to have had a 

very unhappy personal life with an invalid wife whom hardly anyone ever saw.  She died 

with very little impact on life at the school, Miss Waller, the School Secretary, who 

obviously had a place in his life, appeared to fill a hole but she was never rewarded with 

any public show of affection.    

I still work, but, not with the same hunger that I had for most of those years, I had a fuss 

made of me in Freemasonry in March having achieved 60 years of membership!  Our 

Town Council had previously put me on the Town’s Roll of Honour for services to the 

Town, which was a nice surprise so I can continue to make myself a bloody nuisance to 

all and sundry.   

I am interested to hear what you want to move on to, hopefully some young whip-a-

snapper of 45 or so will take the job on! 

 

Trevor Hales(48) 

 

Just to let you know that I’m still here and enjoy reading the Newsletters. Sadly, most of 

the names I recognize are in the ‘Obits’ but they are still old memories. Thanks you for 

your work as Secretary, sometimes these jobs are a little short on thanks ! I have found an 

old pan and ink drawing of the front of the school for the archives. My sister, Avril, 

Robin Gardner’s widow has the original framed with a picture of him in uniform. Please 

extend my best wishes to anyone who remembers me, the oldest, probably, Colin Day. 

We started school together just before our fifth birthdays, 80 years ago in September. I 

hope he is keeping well, as too, all the other post school friends. 

 

Andrew Wearmouth 

 

I enjoy reading about what old boys have got up to since leaving school, so here’s a little 

potted history of my own. I left school in 1968, and went to Bristol Polytechnic (now the 

University of the West of England) where I trained as a chartered surveyor. I started work 

as a Trainee Surveyor at Herts County Council in 1971, before going to Cambridge City 

and North Herts Councils, and eventually St Albans City and District where I was Valuer 

and Estates Surveyor (Head of Estates) for 20 years until my retirement in 2010. I 

became a Fellow of the RICS in 1986, and enjoyed becoming involved in the Institution’s 

activities, serving on various management boards. I was also on the National Council of 

the Association of Chief Estates Surveyors (ACES). From 1980 until my retirement I ran 

(in my spare time!) a small private practice providing house surveys, mortgage valuation 

reports and quinquennial inspections for various circuits of the Methodist Church. 
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I met my wife Sheila (Smith, 1970) in 1967 while at school, and we married in 1973. She 

trained as a teacher, and worked at Oughtonhead Infants School before moving to 

Kingshott School in the mid 1980s. She spent the last few years until her retirement in 

2012 as the Head of Pre-Prep there.  We have three daughters (one in Dubai, one in 

Bromley and one in Stotfold), three sons-in-law and five wonderful grandchildren. 

I was sorry not to have gone to the reunion last October. It would have been good to have 

caught up with Ian Barker, Frank Wingate, Tudor Lomas, Murray Saunders and the rest.”  

 

I have also found something in my old papers that may be of interest. In the 1960s, the 

boys produced a newsletter called “Farrago”. It was run off on a roneo printer in the 

school office, courtesy of Mrs Stannard, the School Secretary, and someone (“Sanders, 

Vc”) wrote a modern version of Mark Antony’s speech from Julius Caesar. I attach it 

now in case you want to put it in the next Bulletin. 

Here it is ! 

 

From Farrago, the occasional school newspaper produced by the boys. Date unknown, 

but probably Christmas 1966 or 1967 (I left in 1968). 

 

Attributed to one “Sanders Vc”. 

 

Friends, Romans, hipsters, 

Let me clue you in; 

I come to put down Caesar, not to groove him. 

The square kicks some cats are on stay with them, 

The hip-bits like go down-under, 

So let it lay with Caesar. The cool Brutus 

Gave you the message Caesar had big eyes, 

If that’s the sound someone’s copping a plea, 

And, like old Caesar, really set ‘em straight. 

Here, copacetic Brutus and the studs 

For Brutus is a real cool cat 

So are they all, all cool cats 

Come I to make this gig at Caesar’s lay-down. 

He was my boy, the mostest and real gone to me, 

But Brutus like, pegs him as having big eyes 

And old Brutus is a real cool cat. 

He copped a lot of swinging heads for home 

Which put us way out with that loot 

Does this give Caesar big eyes? 

When the square cat bawled, Caesar flipped 

Big eyes should be made of more solid stuff. 

Yet Brutus pegs him as having big eyes 

And Brutus is a real cool cat. 

You all dug that bit at the Lupercal scene 

Three time I bugged him with the king’s lid 

And three times he hung me up; was this big eyes? 

Yet Brutus pegs him with big eyes, 

And, sure, he is a real cool cat. 
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I don’t want to double-O what Brutus gummed, 

But I, like, only dig what come on straight. 

You all got a charge out of him once 

So how come you don’t cry the blues for him? 

Man, you are real nowhere. 

You don’t make it any more, don’t cut out on me, 

My guts are in the pad there with Caesar 

And I gotta stop swinging till they round trip. 

 

--------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

 

David Stancombe. 

In the unfortunate circumstance of John Windsor’s passing, David has sent in a number 

of John’s articles that he wrote for David’s Parish Magazine. David felt it would be 

apposite to give you a flavor of his writings and the rest will be on the web site under 

News from Old Boys. So here is the first one :- 

 

John Windsor (1942 - 2016) A series of articles that John wrote in the last year of 

his life.  

 

Funny old world—”Where Politicians’ lies are kept alive” I have news for any newly-

elected MPs sweating over rash pledges published  in their election campaign leaflets. 

While most  leaflets have  been consigned  to the oblivion of the kitchen bin, copies of 

nearly all of them have been collected and stored for posterity in Bristol university 

library’s unique collection of election literature. Dating back to 1892, its 30,000 items 

have been called Britain’s biggest collection of lies.  

If you want to know what Tony Benn told voters in Bristol back in 1955, what Tony Blair 

promised those who elected him as a new MP in Sedgefield in 1983 – or how Justine 

Greening, Conservative victor in Putney in 2010, campaigned against Heathrow airport’s 

expansion , not knowing that she would soon become Transport Secretary - then it’s all 

here awaiting scrutiny.  

In the days before this election the library’s special collections archivist, Hannah Lowery, 

received telephone calls from political journalists checking up on the pledges that  2015 

candidates had made in 2010. At the next election, the leaflets of 2015 will be similarly in 

demand as evidence. Paper  ephemera they may be, but the buff cardboard  files of 

Bristol university’s library are no hiding place for lying leaflets.  

I first made acquaintance with this intriguing collection shortly after the 1992 election (at 

which I had lost my deposit as Natural Law Party candidate for Hackney North and Stoke 

Newington). In those days, the illustrious  Nick Lee was nearing the end of more than 30 

years as the leaflet library’s archivist and I was writing a piece on his work for The 

Independent newspaper.  

Nick, who retired in 1997 but still visits the archive, is still, I’m sure, the only person 

who can correctly predict the fate of both political parties and individual candidates just 

by examining their printed election leaflets. I had not expected to find a political pandit.  

He cocked a snook at polls and pollsters. For him, emptying brown envelopes of leaflets 

was like emptying  political entrails. Bulk, glossiness, proportion of Central Office 

material, all revealed to him in a twinkling whether the candidate was a safe-seater, 
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nohoper, try-hard, bootlicker or buffoon. In those days, for instance, the glossier, the 

more likely to lose.  

When I met him, he had correctly predicted John Major’s 1992 majority – which was as 

unexpected as David Cameron’s in 2015.  

I challenged him to divine the fate of a candidate whose newly delivered envelope spilled 

no fewer than nine pieces of election literature. “Hmm”, he said: “either a hard-working 

MP in a marginal, or a candidate on the offensive, probably standing for the first time”. 

We consulted the results. Sure enough, David Unwin, a Conservative standing for the 

first time in Labour-held Bridgend, had lost to Labour by 7,326 votes.  

That was 23 years ago. Hannah still mails candidates – 3,971 at this election  - enclosing 

a stamped addressed envelope  for leaflets, and has also received bales of them from 

constituency volunteers. But things have changed. The response is less than the 85 per 

cent that Nick was used to and in any case print has been superseded by the net – which 

used to be something we caught fish in. A leaflet farmed out to a web designer tends to 

be less revealing of a candidate’s quirks. And more candidates are meekly accepting 

Central Office’s electronically mailed text and layout. (If you see an election leaflet 

signed by a candidate named “Name Surname”, that’s proof!) So it is hardly surprising 

that Hannah has not picked up the analytical skill of her predecessor. “Things have 

become more regular, more uniform”, she laments.  

She fills gaps in the collection by downloading leaflets from www.electionleaflets.org., 

launched  in 2010, after which its founders sent her a big parcel of leaflets.“We do need 

people to send us leaflets”, she said: “I know it may be tempting to scribble on them in 

anger or tear them up, but we should look to posterity”.  

Then there’s www.yournextmp.org, a sophisticated website that offers each candidate’s 

leaflets plus a multiplicity of electronic appendages. I accessed  Elizabeth Truss, who 

continues as Environment Secretary, returned this election as  MP for South West 

Norfolk with 25,515 votes, an increased majority. Her entry has Central Office written all 

over it. The site offers not only her highly polished leaflet but her press mentions, email 

address, Facebook and Twitter entries, home page,  inter-active party profile and – cherry 

on the cake – a link to the Conservatives’ YouTube featuring David Cameron in full 

spate. Is that what did the trick?  

In the same constituency, there’s Lib Dem Rupert Moss-Eccardt’s front cover with dodgy 

diagram – a three column histogram showing the 2010 results for Conservative, Lib Dem, 

and third-place Labour’s 19 per cent languishing under a pointer taunting “Can’t win 

here!”. With a ruler and calculator you can find out whether the columns are out of 

proportion. Such diagrams have come in for some stick from The Guardian.  

I sought the least glossy South West Norfolk leaflet to see whether it foretold a loser. Ah, 

UKIP’s scruffy effort:  like a windblown factory notice board – maybe cobbled together 

with one hand, the other holding a pint of beer and a fag. As it happened, UKIP’s Paul 

Smyth was one of over 100 UKIP candidates who came second (with 11,654 votes). He 

nudged out both Labour and Lib Dems. Maybe there’s some deliberate image -making 

here. Scruffy = down to earth, honest. I’m sure such subtleties would not have been lost 

on Nick Lee.  

John Windsor 
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New Members 
 

There have been a number of enquiries from potential new members over the last few 

months but, unfortunately, none have born fruit. We have a new set of Associate 

Members from Year 13 at the school, welcome to them, I hope they will enjoy reading 

the Bulletins and even send in jottings from their lives after school. 

 

Other News from Members 
 
From Dan Hill, the Herts at War Group 

We are very pleased to announce the start of a new talks series for 2016/17 as part of the 

Herts at War Project and wanted to take a moment to introduce it to you.  

 

We have worked hard over the last few months to engage some of the very best speakers 

in the subject of military history who will take part in our FREE series over the next 12 

months. 

 

We are delighted to be welcoming the following speakers to Hertfordshire venues on the 

3rd Wednesday of each month for a 7.30pm talk on a range of interesting subjects: 

 

Wednesday 21st September - Professor Peter Doyle - Kitchener's Mob 

Wednesday 19th October - Alan Wakefield - Salonika 

Wednesday 16th November - Andy Robertshaw - The attack on Beaumont Hamel 

Wednesday 14th December - Jeremy Banning - Life and Death in the La Boiselle Sector 

Wednesday 18th January - Peter Barton - The Somme - Both sides of the wire 

Wednesday 15th February - Clive Harris - Verdun 

Wednesday 15th March - Richard Van Emden - Meeting the Enemy 

Wednesday 19th April - Peter Hart - Air War over Arras 

Wednesday 17th May - Mike St Maur Sheil - Fields of Battle - Lands of Peace 

Wednesday 21st June - Prof Gary Sheffield - Gallipoli and the Western Front compared 

Wednesday 19th July - Major Gordon Corrigan - 3rd Ypres 

Wednesday 16th August - Dan Hill - The Hertfordshire Regiment in 1917 

With such an impressive list of well-known military historians, we are sure these events 

will be very well attended indeed and we are proud to be able to host these events entirely 

free of charge. If you would like to attend any of the above talks to do please taker a 

quick look at our website and simply click on the appropriate link for the talk you wish to 

attend and select the number of tickets you require. You can do so here: 

 

http://hertsatwar.co.uk/talks 

 

Further information on each of our speakers can also be found on the above page. 

 

Venue: We are currently finalising our venue locations for the talks from November - 

August and cannot provide detail as yet but will do as soon as possible. Our talks for 

September and October will both be held at The Theatre, St Christopher school, 

Letchworth, Herts.  

http://hertsatwar.co.uk/talks
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Of course the Herts at War project as a whole is dedicated to sharing our interest in 

history and furthering public understanding of the Great War within the county and of 

promoting remembrance, and we ask that you take a moment to share this information 

with any groups/individuals that you think may also be interested, all are welcome!  

 

For any media enquiries we are more than happy to provide quotes, images etc. 

 

From Ann Gilliat: 

Re: Hitchin Boys School 1908 

My maternal Great Uncle, Alfred Charles Garrett Fowler was a pupil at Hitchin Boys 

School between 1907 and 1913.  He was born on 17
th

 June 1899 in Hitchin Workhouse, 

where his father, Alfred Fowler was Master. 

I have a few family photographs but none of Uncle Garrie as he was known.  All my 

efforts to try and find a photograph of him have drawn a blank 

Every so often I find another trail to follow and I have now come across The Hitchin 

Boys Association. 

In the gallery pictures, I found a group photograph of boys dated 1908.  I assume that this 

group was all the pupils at the school when the picture was taken and if so, then my Great 

Uncle is in there somewhere.  I doubt very much if there are names. 

At the age of 19 he was described as tall and well built, which doesn’t help much with the 

photograph of 1908.  He flew Handley Page 0/400 bombers in WW1 and was sadly killed 

aged 19 in September 1918. 

I read that you have someone who has a number of school archive photographs and 

wonder if by some luck there might be photographs of his time at the school and I realise 

that it would be a miracle if there was one of him. 

My maternal Grandfather, Bernard Phillips Fowler, also went to Hitchin Boys School.  I 

have a photograph of him in his school cap, dated 1905 – 1907.  He died in 1936, so 

unfortunately I wasn’t able to meet him either. 

 

From Chris Ambler : 

I am an old pupil of HBS leaving in 1981. Was also in St Marys Choir Hitchin under Tim 

Gray, Colin Howard and later Peter Noyce. We are organising a reunion for old choir 

members later this year and I am trying to get contact details for Tim Gray. I know he 

attended a fund raising event at HBS a few years back so wondered if you may have his 

address. Thank you 

Send any contacts to me and I will forward to Chris. (Ed) 

 

From Stephen Cook : 

Stephen is kindly donating a batch of Chronicles dating between 1978 and 1988. 

If you have any, we would welcome them for the archives and you can send them to the 

school to the Librarians, for my attention (Ed) 

 

From Alan Whitworth : 

 

‘Wallowing in nostalgia’, his words, Alan, son of ‘Ernie’ Whitworth has contacted from 

Tunisia. Hopefully he will read this Bulletin and contact Simon Gainsford for the 

International section of the next Bulletin !! 
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Other Old Boys 
Obituaries 
 

David Leyland, by his daughter 

This tribute to Dad is a collection of memories with contributions from Mum, Harriet, 

John and myself.  

When we were young, many of my memories of Dad were around impossibly long walks 

and bike rides that he had plotted and schemed. I remember fondly a 17 mile walk in the 

High Peak with Dad, Bess the dog, me (aged 5) and my cousin Jane (aged 9). I remember 

enjoying the walk on a beautiful summer’s day, and then proudly recounting the distance 

that we had walked when I got to school on Monday morning. I mentioned this to Jane’s 

parents, Liz and Andrew, last week and their memory was not so rosy. It turns out they 

had been worrying about the whereabouts of their daughter for hours when Dad finally 

called for us to be picked up sometime after dark. 

Another time I remember a walk on the Chevin when I climbed a tree and found myself 

stuck. I was quite alarmed to find Dad’s reaction was to hurl a wellington boot to 

dislodge me. He claimed that he thought that the best way to ensure that it didn’t hit me 

was to aim right at me, which was typical of Dad.  

We went on many family trips to the Shetland Islands, where dad had worked before 

university. One  February half term, when the ferry was cheap, we still swam in the North 

Sea every day. After the first thirty seconds, you were so numb that you couldn’t feel the 

cold anymore and could stay in as long as you liked. In the evenings we would warm up 

by the fire and Dad would read aloud to us all until he “lost his squeak”.   

Over the last year he often also read to Albie and Idris, although preferring the sorts of 

books that Albie could enjoy such as Milly, Molly, Mandy.  Harry tells me that his 

particular favourite was the story in which Mr Rudge the blacksmith fires up the anvil 

with a large bang to celebrate his wedding. Albie often asked for Grandpa to read to her 

as she knew she would get a longer story time than from Mum. On several occasions 

Harry would come up to hurry things along as it was getting long past bedtime to find the 

book on one side and Albie bright-eyed asking multiple questions about the family. Harry 

says she wishes she had sat and listened to those stories of all his Great Aunts and 

Uncles. 

We often went on family bike rides on an assortment of bikes including tandems, and the 

three-person triplet. Dad used to ride his bike to work and back every day, 14 miles each 

way from Duffield to Matlock, so he was much stronger than the rest of us, and when I 

graduated from the back of a tandem onto my own bike, he was often ready with a 

powerful push to help me up the hills. From the back of the tandem, we would pester him 

for a “burn up” and make him sprint until he couldn’t go any faster.  

He had a great sense of fun and would leap into water, shouting “Geronimo!”. One day 

he cut his head open diving into the Derwent where it was shallower than he thought. I 

don’t think there were many other kids at school whose dad had jumped off pipe bridge at 

Eyes Meadow.  

I remember one Christmas coming out into the back garden to see what John and Dad 

were up to, to find them fire-breathing with “Stroh” – an Austrian spirit which is 80% 

alcohol. I was rather surprised that Dad’s beard survived the experiment.  We still have 

“Stroh” at The Gables if anyone wants to try this later.  
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For a number of years, Dad could always be found on the front of a tandem or the triplet 

in the Duffield Carnival parade, with Harriet as Daisy, Daisy; postman Pat to John’s Jess 

the Cat, and the driver of Stevenson’s Rocket. Mum did all the hard work dressing up the 

bikes of course. Last summer Dad was very excited to be involved in the carnival 

procession again, and thoroughly enjoyed being dressed as the Mad Hatter to accompany 

Albie’s Red Queen and Idris’s caterpillar from Alice in Wonderland. Long after the 

carnival he continued to pontificate that we had got Albie’s costume somewhat mixed up 

having combined aspects of both the Red Queen and the Queen of Hearts. 

When I reached my early teens, I found myself rather embarrassed by Dad’s behavior. I 

was mortified when expecting a lift home from Quarndon youth club in the car, Dad 

turned up on the front of the tandem to pick me up. I think being embarrassed by ones 

parents is a normal phase of growing up, but I felt particularly hard done by as my Dad 

was the one wandering around the village dressed like a homeless person rifling through 

the bins looking for aluminium cans.  

When one of John’s girlfriends got to meet the parents a few weeks into their 

relationship, she was surprised to find that his father was the “tramp” from Duffield that 

they had been able to set their watches by on the school run to Woodlands depending on 

his position on Town St.  

Although Dad’s eccentricities were difficult to accept while growing up, in later years I 

became very proud of the way my Dad didn’t like anything to be wasted. His habit of 

collecting things in case of a nuclear apocalypse has come in handy at times, particularly 

where alcohol is concerned. When he came to visit me in New Zealand we went out for 

dinner with a group of my friends at a café that does particularly rich and delicious 

desserts. Most people were unable to finish their desserts and half a dozen got passed to 

Dad one by one to polish off.  Unfortunately, I think this is a dominant gene.  

Although he hated anything to go to waste, and rarely bought anything new to use 

himself, Dad was incredibly generous as many of you will be aware.    

Dad was supremely intelligent and knowledgeable about pretty much everything. We 

were very cautious when asking for help with homework, because it could be very 

difficult to escape once he got going on a topic. It was impossible to play trivial pursuits 

with him in the room because he answered all the questions whether it was his go or not, 

and once it was his go the game was over anyway.  

The emails that he sent in recent years, often entitled “Life, the Universe and Everything” 

really did live up to the designation. Lengthy, perceptive and full of his cynical wit, they 

were always a treat to read. Being on the other side of the world and communicating 

mainly through email allowed me to talk to Dad about things I would never have 

discussed with him in person (although maybe I just grew up). He was incredibly caring, 

understanding and wise, though always cynical often ending “It’s being so cheerful as 

what keeps me going”.  

Reading back through his emails this last week, something that stands out particularly is 

his love of Albie and Idris, as well as babies in general.  He had a patented manouvre for 

jiggling colicky babies and was always on hand in the first few weeks of both his 

grandchildren’s lives when they had descended on Mum and Dad’s hospitality to settle 

them. Dad was a great believer in cuddles for babies.   His modes of entertaining children 

weren’t always conventional, Harry would come home to stories of “Grandpa put us on 

the roof of the shed today”, or she would find the children sitting attentively having an 

ordnance survey map carefully and patiently explained to them. These will be cherished 

memories which I am sure the children will also remember.  
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Of course, Dad’s passion was railways in general, and steam trains in particular. His love 

of trains seems to have been inherent in him since birth. It is said that as a toddler instead 

of demanding to be read “Thomas the Tank Engine” he asked his mother to read to him 

the wheel distribution on locomotives from technical books. Later when he was ten he 

used to take his new baby sister Helen in her pram to watch trains from the bridge in 

Hitchin, combining what were to become two of his loves - trains and babies. 

 

Family holidays were rarely without some steam trains and took us to all sorts of places 

which were not usually considered as family holiday destinations: For example, we 

travelled through Northern Spain and Portugal staying in the industrial centres where 

steam still operated in the seventies. We went to East Germany long before the wall came 

down - not a place most people would have taken three small children. Mum remembers 

many exciting adventures such as the time we burst a tyre on the car when I was two and 

a half and Harriet only 6 months old. We had driven down a dubious track in the hopes of 

catching site of a steam train. Unfortunately the track became impassable and a shepherd 

had to rescue us and helped Dad to change the wheel.  

When he retired from Local Government aged 52 having been made an offer he couldn’t 

refuse - he didn’t refuse it and was subsequently able to fulfill his lifelong dream of 

becoming an engine driver thanks to Howard Jones and “the Wolsztyn Experience” . He 

has been back and forth between Duffield and Poland for the past 18 years driving and 

firing steam trains up to 8 times a year. Mum says he came back after his first visit on 

such a high that he talked about it non-stop for 48hrs! 

In order to make the most of his time in Poland Dad taught himself Polish partly from 

Berlitz tapes which he would listen to whilst taking the dog for walks, and by going to the 

Saturday school for the children of Polish families living in Derby. As a result of this he 

was able to host Poles from Wolzstyn who wanted to come for a visit. Recently he helped 

some Polish friends who wanted to try and get work over here – yet another example of 

his generosity. 

As a family we rarely travelled by car if a train would take us there and he knew all the 

wheezes for getting the cheapest tickets – in fact he claimed he had a “PhD in Tickets” 

which was about right. He was always happy use that knowledge to help other people 

plan a route that would save them money.  

Friends from Duffield who are here will remember seeing Dad around the village with his 

litter picker and his trusty companion Rusty doing his bit to keep the village litter free 

and I am sure the best way we could remember him is for those of us who are left to 

continue his work and try to keep the village tidy. 

Dad was always a worrier and suffered from depression for many years, but we never 

expected him to take his own life. I don’t think he realised how much he was loved and 

valued by his family, friends and community. He would probably be surprised to see how 

many people are here today and the depth of feeling written in the sympathy cards we 

have received over the last couple of weeks, for which we are truly grateful. 

We hope that he has found peace now. 

 

Mick Plummer 

I have been told that Mick Plummer died on the 20
th

 August. He had a suffered a sudden 

and unexpected diagnosis of the Lungs. 

‘He was a man whose bravery and courage new no boundaries. He was highly regarded 

by all who knew him as an honest, modest, kind, incredibly humorous and compassionate 
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man. A keen Sportsman in his earlier years he was twice awarded Victor Ludorum whist 

at the School. He then enjoyed a long and fulfilling career as a national sports journalist 

for the mainstream UK press.’ From a published memoriam from his family (Ed) 

 

Mark Conlan 

I have been informed that Mark Conlan(1981) passed away in June this year. 

 

John Windsor 

John Windsor, who has died at 73 from pancreatic cancer, was a successful journalist 

with the Daily Mail and the Guardian before devoting his life and his pen to propagating 

Transcendental Meditation for which he became a much appreciated teacher in London 

and Derbyshire. 

John Graham Windsor was born in Hitchin on 26 July 1942 where his father, Freddy, 

who worked for the corset company Spirella was busy turning out parachutes. At Hitchin 

Grammar School John’s liking for practical jokes alongside the meticulous precision of 

his illustrated diaries foreshadowed an ability to bring humour even into meditation 

sessions alongside an underlying seriousness which gave everyone he met interested and 

concerned attention. 

He went to Manchester University to study business -not his natural milieu and then onto 

Cambridge to read English –much more to his liking. He swiftly offered his services to 

the student newspaper, Varsity, and was taken on as a cartoonist charting the hapless 

adventures of Herbert Spavin, a gormless business student in industry- perhaps his feared 

alter ego. 

His journalism was good enough for him to become Editor within a year, promising that 

‘serious comment will vie with zany flippancy’ and brought a reporting job on the Daily 

Mail in Manchester. He was transferred to Belfast where the troubles were just beginning 

in 1966. Three difficult years followed. At one point he was trapped on a roof with 

Bernadette MacAliskey, the civil rights activist, while petrol bombs rained around them. 

It took its toll and when he was transferred to London he was drinking heavily and in his 

own words ‘stressed and belligerent’. He was uncomfortable on the Mail he soon took 

redundancy using the proceeds to buy a ramshackle house in Hackney, but soon after he 

joined the Guardian as a reporter.  

Throughout his trials his delight in the quirky and offbeat had not deserted him. So when 

his younger brother Peter took up the transcendental meditation made fashionable by the 

Beatles and their guru, Maharishi Mahesh Yogi, John found it highly amusing and 

resolved to test it out and write about it. To his surprise he found ‘greater clarity of mind 

and freedom from stress’ and became a practitioner. A seminal full-page article in the 

Guardian in 1973 brought in many new adherents and an invitation from the Maharishi to 

visit him at his headquarters in Switzerland. He stayed two years and when he returned, 

converted his decaying Hackney pile into what became a much-loved meditation centre. 

John, a compulsive hoarder whose collections included prints and books, pottery and 

even barbed wire then found an outlet for his journalism with a weekly column on 

collectables in the Independent. He linked up with Geraldine Norman, the Arts Market 

Correspondent and another meditator. While she concentrated on the posh end, John’s 

half of the page, called ‘Finds’, covered such affordable items as saucy postcards, spy 

radios and quill pens. It ran for a decade. 

Meanwhile his reputation within TM grew and he was asked to teach residential courses, 

where his humour and idiosyncrasies made him a favourite.. He liked to take the early 
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morning session in a tattered dressing gown and on one occasion his class subscribed to 

buy him a new one. In 1992 the Maharishi conceived the idea of his adherents standing 

for Parliament to spread his message. John obliged and garnered 178 votes in the 

constituency of Hackney North and Stoke Newington, standing against Diane Abbott. 

In the nineties, he abruptly left London for an equally gaunt house in Southwold in 

Suffolk, soon filled with his collectables. He had enjoyed childhood holidays there and it 

was close to major TM centres. It also enabled him to pay off his mortgage. While there 

he was reunited with his Manchester University sweetheart, Christine Robson, who had 

subsequently married and divorced. Together they moved to Derbyshire in 2000, first to 

Crich and then to Wirkworth where he took up bell-ringing while continuing to teach, 

hoard and debate with local clergy. They married in 2005. But his great forty year project 

– a book to explain the scientific basis of TM -evaded him. Whenever he was on the point 

of starting, he would discover a new line in supporting evidence which must be 

investigated first, 

Christine, her children and grandchildren survive him. 

 

From Richard Toll 

I was very saddened to hear via Michael Holloway and his sister that my good friend, 

John Windsor, has passed away. We were close friends at school in the fifties and both 

members of the VIth Form dance band which consisted of John on fiddle, David Neal on 

clarinet, me on drums and, I think, Ian Gough on piano. We sounded a bit like Victor 

Sylvester's band and played such corny numbers as 'Jealousy', 'Voice in the Wilderness' ( 

Cliff Richard), 'Who's Sorry Now (Quickstsep) and, as a last Waltz 'Now is the Hour'. We 

may have played for the odd VIth Form dancing class run by Dickie Richards, the 

Biology teacher, who had great difficulty persuading the boys on one side of the hall and 

the girls from the Girls Grammar on the other to pick a partner to dance with. How times 

change! 

  

We both went to Manchester University and kept in touch with each other but 

subsequently our ways parted. More recently he did his best to persuade me to go to the 

annual reunions and finally we met up again at the centenary celebration.  We were both 

keen to revive our friendship, but our move to Devon made the distance between us too 

great for this to be practicable. 

  

John was a very quiet, calm and thoughtful person. I remember him partly for his 

outrageous Christmas cards ( he was a superb cartoonist) and partly for persuading me 

that religion was a load of rubbish. 

  

 

 

 

School News 
The School were again outstanding  with their ‘O’ and ‘A’ level results, still improving 

overall. 

I have put a link to the School on our web site for you to be able to catch up whenever 

you want to. 
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Contact Addresses for HBSOBA 
 

Communications for the Association may be sent to the Hon. Sec. Peter Hollingsworth 

Contact by phone.  01462 834854 e-mail hbsobasec@gmail.com 

Post: 8 Baldock Road, Stotfold. Hitchin. Herts. SG5 4NZ 
 


